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About This Game

 In this game you will see a collection of different logic riddles. After answering on each question you will be able to see
the correct answer.

Why this game called 18+? - No, this is not what you thought. The game contain 18 amazing picture with animals, plus
the game has several nice features. Whats why the game is called 18+

Features:
¥ 18 logic riddles (with answers).

¥ Stunning drawings of animals.

¥ At the end of the game, you will receive many achievements as a reward.

¥ Calm and relaxing music.
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Title: 18+
Genre: Casual
Developer:
КиКо
Publisher:
КиКо
Release Date: 3 Jul, 2018
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An achievement span game of about 5 minutes where it shows pictures of animals and some riddles you've probably seen in
elementary school.

Also it is generous enough to crash Steam when you exit. Awesome!. very fresh game, would reccomend to cat bois. Well, this
is more than I'd hoped for. Nice and fun!
I mean, it is a real cute photos + nice music + 5000 achievements that you can get in 5 minutes!. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z13qnzUQwuI. A cute little 'game' that just gives you riddles. While a lot are well known, I
heard a few new ones. Not really worth full price as you can find these all online, but I got it for 11 cents so not horrible?. gamer
moment number #20924920
very very cool :) and very coo,,, ,, ,,l
my brain is perplexuated by these rid,dles this .. batman..
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this is♥♥♥♥. Bought on a whim for $.49 and did not get my money's worth. Intended as a achievement cheat but under Steam
review. Don't expect to be credited. The music/pictures/riddles themselves are relaxing but if it had been a real game lasting at
least 5 minutes where I could have guessed rather than just click through would have gotten a recommend for the price 
range.https://store.steampowered.com/app/877360/18/#. lame joke, the girls are not my type, just wanna get the achievements
its good for the achievement hunters. is good Pictures and is good game. This.. Riddler (Game but it's not really a game) does as
how it's advertised.

Before you earn your achievements, you go through a collection of riddles containing animal photos. They're cute though, you
have to admit. After the riddles are done, you get your 5k achievements,. None of them are broken, which is a surprise,
considering that most if not some achievement spamming games have broken achievements.

If you're an achievement hunter that doesn't care about achievement spamming, get the game. It's cheap, short, and fairly quick
to get your achievements.

If you're a serious gamer, i wouldn't recommend it since the only content this application has, is just Riddles, animals photos,
and 5k achievements that are spammed to your profile.. was not actually interactive just clicked through riddles...
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